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Abstract :
Review paper published in the previous years have not elaborated  the experimental  and  analytical  details for the heat
transfer enhancement methods using evacuated solar tube collector from solar radiation as an alternate renewable
energy  resources.  In this paper ,  a brief   literature study  on different  applications of evacuated  solar tube collector
were presented  with neat flow diagrams .
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Introduction:
Zhang, T Han et al [1] presented in their technical paper of natural convection heat transfer
for solar collectors with different coating materials experimentally for solar-assisted fuel cells . The angle
between speed vector and temperature gradient vector was 0° with downward fluid and 180° with upward
flow, because the collector overall temperature was gradually reduced from vacuum tube bottom to manifold.
It makes more fluid absorb the bottom heat, because the internal flow of vacuum tube was smooth and the
mixed flow in vacuum tube disappears. Manifold velocity gradually decreases because there was backflow
interiorly, but temperature increases because fluid absorbs solar radiation, and the field synergy
in collector outlet was higher than others because temperature field is consistent with velocity field according
to numerical simulation. Although the entrance increments of vertical single collector and horizontal double
collectors are negative values in initial period, they gradually rise with the heat time increasing.

Ustaoglu A. Okajima et al [2] presented in their technical paper a non tracking, non
imaging solar concentrator with a low-heat-loss configuration with optical and thermal performance . The
reflector has a compound parabolic and in volute shape so that the absorber was heated as uniformly as
possible. The concentrator  acceptance angle was estimated as 23.44°. The average optical efficiency was
evaluated by a 2-D ray-tracing model, and a value of 72.7% was obtained. A thermal analysis of the absorber
was conducted to evaluate the temperature uniformity. With a concentration ratio of 2.51, the concentrator,
even at an absorber temperature of 373 K, operates with an average efficiency of 47.8%, although the
absorber was assumed to have a gray surface. Zhang, X. You et al [3] presented in their technical paper
the thermal performance of evacuated tube solar collector with heat shield . The comparative theoretical
analysis has been done on the heat transfer procedure of the solar collector with and without heat shield. The
calculation results showed that the radiation heat loss from the evacuated tube solar collector with heat
shield was lower 22.7% than that without heat shield , the test results implied that the solar collector with
heat shield has a better thermal performance at medium temperature situation, and the collection efficiency
was 55% at the inlet temperature 129℃.
Fernando R. Mazarrón , Carlos Javier Porras-Prieto, José Luis García, Rosa María Benavente [4] presented in
their technical paper the design, installation, and evaluation of a solar water heating system with evacuated
tube collector and active circulation has been carried out. The annual system efficiency reaches average values
of 66%, 64%, 61%, 56%, and 55% for required temperatures of 40 _C, 50 _C, 60 _C, 70 _C, and 80 _C. As a
result, profitability decreases as temperature increases. The useful energy, and therefore the profitability, will
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decrease if the demand was not distributed throughout the day or focused on the end of the day. The system’s
profitability was determined in two sections assuming maximum profitability of the system, assuming 100%
utilization of useful energy ; assuming a particular demand, considering that on many days all the useful
energy the system can supply was not used . The analysis shows that through proper sizing of the system,
optimizing the number of solar collectors, the investment in the solar system can be profitable with similar
profitability values in the two contemplated scenarios. A combined-delivery system (solar and diesel boiler)
generates savings of between 23% and 15% compared to a single-delivery system of diesel, with a reduction
in consumption of diesel close to 70%. The number of collectors that maximizes the profitability depends on
the required temperature. CO2 emissions can be reduced between 392 and 325 kg CO2 per m2 of collector,
depending on the required temperature.

A. Jamar , Z.A.A. Majid, W.H. Azmi , M. Norhafana , A.A. Razak [5] presented in their technical paper the
latest developments and advancement of a solar water heater based on the three basic components that may
affect the thermal performance of the system. It also reviews the development of various types of solar
collectors in solar water heater, including both the non-concentrating collectors (flat plate collector, evacuated
tube collector) and the concentrating collectors ,parabolic dish reflector, parabolic trough collector.

Radim Rybár, Martin Beer, Michal Cehlár [6] presented in their technical paper the comparison was made
to evaluate the effect of used metal foam structure and changes in inner configuration on the overall thermal
power of the proposed solar collector through outdoor quasi dynamic test. Within the presented
measurements, ETSC with parallel flow manifold header with metal foam structural element demonstrated
significant thermal power increase ranging from 85.2 to 201.8W per 1m2 of collector area (depending on used
flow rates of heat transfer medium) and increase of performance enhancement factor in range from 1.14 to
3.20.

Mustafa Ali Ers€oz [7] presented in their technical paper the effects of six different working fluids, hexane,
petroleum ether, chloroform, acetone, methanol and ethanol on the energy and exergy performance  in
evacuated tube solar collectors with thermosyphon heat pipe under three different air velocities as 2, 3 and 4
ms_1. The lowest energy and exergy efficiencies occur in the THPETC-Hexane under 2, 3 and 4 ms_1, the
highest energy efficiency occurs in the THPETC-Acetone for air velocity of 2 and 3 ms_1 and in the
THPETCChloroform for air velocity of 4 ms_1. The highest exergy efficiency occurs in the THPETC-
Acetone for air velocity of 2 ms_1 and in the THPETC-Chloroform for air velocity of 3 and 4 ms_1.

Farzad Jafarkazemi , Emad Ahmadifard, And Hossein Abdi [8] presented in their technical paper , a heat pipe
evacuated tube solar collector  experimentally. A detailed theoretical method for energy and exergy analysis
of the collector was provided.

A.Arabkoohsar , K.A.R. Ismail , L. Machado , R.N.N. Koury [9] presented in their technical paper feasibility
of employing evacuated tube solar thermal systems to supply the heating demand of the hybrid power plant .
After presenting detailed mathematical modeling, the solar heating units and other components of the power
plant are properly sized. The results of simulations demonstrate that a total of 7000 evacuated tube collectors
are required in the system, leading to elimination of the air heater from the CAES system completely and
17.2% fuel saving at the CGS. The total annual solar heat of 17.5 GWh was supplied for the system, 214
GWh power could directly be sold to the grid, 9.7 GWh power slumps was recovered and 53.5 GWh power
was produced at nights. In the end, internal rate of return (IRR) method was used to compare economically
the proposed system with similar systems proposed previously, outperforming all of the other candidates with
an IRR of 11.1%.

Evangelos Bellos , Christos Tzivanidis, Kimon [10] presented in their technical paper the effect absorption
chiller operating with LiBr–H2O was coupled with a collector field. The cooling demand was 100 kW at 10
_C for Athens (Greece) in summer. Flat plate collectors, evacuated tube collectors, compound parabolic
collectors and parabolic trough collectors are investigated under the same conditions. An exergetic
optimization of every system gives the optimum solution of every case, which leads to minimum collecting
area. A financial comparison between the four optimized systems proves that evacuated tube collectors are the
most beneficial technology.
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S. Bouzenadaa, C. McNevinb, S. Harrisonc, A. Kaabid.[11] presented in their technical paper the collector
array design including the use of flat-plate collectors (FPC), ETCs and hybrid arrays consisting of both FPC
and ETCs. Simulations were conducted for three cities 15 including: Toronto, Canada; Tunis, Tunisia; and
Calcutta, India. To achieve comparable solar fractions to ETC arrays it was found that FPC arrays required
approximately 15 m2 more area than the ETC arrays in Toronto and Tunis, and 30 m2 more in Calcutta. Tunis
showed the best results for a hybrid system. A ratio of 30% FPCs and 70% ETCs achieved the same solar
fraction (i.e., 0.56) as the array consisting of only ETCs.

Roonak Daghigh, Abdellah Shafieian [12] presented in their technical paper the experimentally evaluated a
heat-pipe evacuated tube solar dryer with heat a recovery system in which water was used as working and
recovery fluid in the solar and dryer loops, respectively, and air was used as intermediate fluid in the dryer
section. In volumetric flow rate of 0.0328 m3/s, the maximum outlet air temperature of dryer was
approximately 44.3 _C. At the end of the day, the exergetic efficiency of the system reaches its maximum
rate, approximately 11.7%.

Dia Milani, Ali Abbas [13] presented in their technical paper the role of using a diffuse flat reflector (DFR) at
the back of ETC array to improve heat capture rate . A comprehensive model to estimate the annual energy
savings and small-scale technology certificates (STCs) is developed. This model was applied on four major
Australian cities representing four Australian solar zones. The tilt and azimuth angles for these four zones are
optimized. This optimal setting along with DFR presence could improve the STC entitlements by 14.6% for
zone 1; 20.2% for zone 2; 25.9% for zone 3; and 27.9% for zone 4, respectively. This specific-tailored model
may increase the annual energy saving up to 95.8% for zone 1; 91.3% for zone 2; 81% for zone 3; and 74%
for zone 4 correspondingly.

Alexios Papadimitratos , Sarvenaz Sobhansarbandi , Vladimir Pozdin , Anvar Zakhidov , Fatemeh
Hassanipour [14] presented in their technical paper The proposed solar collector utilizes two distinct phase
change materials (dual-PCM), namely Tritriacontane and Erythritol, with melting temperatures of 72 _C and
118 _C respectively. The operation of solar water heater with the proposed solar collector was investigated
during both normal and on-demand operation. The feasibility of this technology was also tested via large scale
commercial solar water heaters. Beyond the improved functionality for solar water heater systems, the results
from this study show efficiency improvement of 26% for the normal operation and 66% for the stagnation
mode, compared with standard solar water heaters that lack phase change materials.

M.A. Sabiha  R. Saidur  S. Hassani  Z. Said , Saad Mekhilef [15] presented in their technical paper an
experimental to determine the thermal efficiency of an Evacuated Tube Solar Collector (ETSC) using water
based Single Walled Carbon Nanotubes (SWCNTs) nanofluids. Experiments were carried out using SWCNTs
nanofluids having volume concentrations of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 vol.%. The performance of the collector was
compared with SWCNTs nanofluid and water using the flow rates of 0.008, 0.017, and 0.025 kg/s. The
maximum efficiency found to be 93.43% for 0.2 vol.% SWCNTs nanofluids at a mass flow rate of 0.025
kg/s.

M.B. Shafii, S. Jahangiri Mamouri, M.M. Lotfi, H. Jafari Mosleh [16] presented in their technical paper a
new passive solar desalination system was used, which benefits from excellences of twin-glass evacuated tube
collectors. Results show increase in the rate of desalinated water production and the maximum production
reaches up to 0.83 kg/(m2·h). It was observed that the maximum rate of the production occurs when the tube
was in inclination angle of 35°, and filled 80% with water. Moreover, it was seen that filling the tube with a
stainless steel wool can enhance the production rate up to 1.01 kg/(m2·h). Itwas observed that
optimuminclination angle was 35°, which was the latitude of location of the experiments.

Y. Tong, H. M. Kim and H. H. Cho [17] presented in their technical paper the thermal performance of an
individual pipe in an evacuated tube solar collector with a heat pipe was used by an analytical method based
on the energy balance of the collector. After comparing the simulation and experimental results, a discrepancy
of about 0-6% was observed due to the simple assumptions in the simulation process and unavoidable human
factors.
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